IN-PERSON

* All busing will be running as normal with social distancing used as much as possible.
* We will load back to front
* We will seat students according to the pickup and drop off spots
* Families will be grouped together
* Parents will inform their students about proper school bus stop safety and maintaining social distancing that is required by the CDC
* The state requires the school district to bus any students living 2 or more miles from their school of attendance. We have always bused all students no matter the distance, but to reduce numbers on the buses, we will be eliminating stops within an area of each school.
* The seat behind the driver will remain vacant
* Face masks will be required on the bus. Parents will educate their students on the usage of masks in public areas.
* Buses will be sanitized after the AM route and after the PM route
* We are asking parents if they can transport their students to and from school to minimize the ridership
* Hand sanitizer dispensers will be mounted on each bus for student’s use.

HYBRID

* All busing will be ran as normal with social distancing used as much as possible.
* We will load back to front
* We will seat students according to the pickup and drop off spots
* Families will be grouped together
* Parents will inform their students about proper school bus stop safety and maintaining social distancing that is required by the CDC
* The state requires the school district to bus any students living 2 or more miles from their school of attendance. We have always bused all students no matter the distance, but to reduce numbers on the buses, we will be eliminating stops within an area of each school.
* The seat behind the driver will remain vacant
* Face masks will be required on the bus. Parents will educate their students on the usage of masks in public areas.
* Buses will be sanitized after the AM route and after the PM route
* We are asking parents if they can transport their students to and from school to minimize the ridership
* Buses will be at 50% or less maximum capacity
* Hand sanitizer dispensers will be mounted on each bus for student’s use.

DISTANCE LEARNING

* Buses will be utilized to deliver meals as requested from families